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In the right place • • • at the right time!
MSU grad Janet L. Stumbo
is first woman to serve
on state high court
Also
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BY PAULINE YOUNG

CCED helps Eastern Kentucky
BY ]HFPREY N. EAGLIN
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Off-campus degrees offered through "cohorts"
BY PRIDB GRAFF AND K1M HAMILTON

Founders Day Convocation and Awards Ceremony
PHOTOS BY ERIC SHINDEUJOWER

College of Education and Behavioral Sciences
maintains accreditation status
BY ] UDY Y ANCY

Folklorist Ron Dobler strums a ballad when he can
BY GREG AlMMS

U.S. Rep. Ron Lewis is first MSU grad in Congress
BY PRIDE GRA.FP

plus news about
•Academics
•Personnel
• Class Notes

MSU alumnus Janet L. Stumbo of Prestonsburg
has the distinction of being the first woman elected
to the Supreme Court of Kentucky
(see story on page 3 ).
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To Our Alumni and Other Friends:
Thanks to our legislative supporters, I am pleased to report that renovation of the original part of
Lappin Hall was approved in the 1994 special session of the General Assembly.
That $6.8 million decision means we can turn our attention to our next academic priority-the
renovation of Breckinridge Hall. Many of you recall when Breck was a bustling, progressive laboratory
school for our teacher education program. That school closed in 1982 after 51 illustrious years of
service. Breckinridge Hall became the home of the Department of Communications. In addition to
modern facilities for our students here, the Breck project could profoundly impact all of Eastern
Kentucky.
How and why is this true?
If our plans materialize, Breck will become MSU's primary interchange on that "information highway"
you have been reading and hearing so much about. Much of what is being said and written about this
highway of voice, data and video says that the technology will dramatically change all of our lives. In
higher education, communications technology has given birth to "distance learning".
And just what is distance leaming?-simply the use of technology which doesn't require students
and their teacher to be in the same physical location for teaching and learning to occur. Whether by
satellite, microwave relay or telephone cable, students and teachers can see and talk with each other
and share the excitement of learning.
For example, a professor in a specially-equipped distance-learning studio on campus could
simultaneously teach groups of students at each of our centers in Ashland, Prestonsburg and West
Liberty. And those classes could interact with each other.
This technology no doubt has some shortcomings but just imagine the efficiency of such instruction
as we scramble for scarce resources to meet the needs of students seeking four-year degrees in the
region. Some might say that technology can never compete with a "live" teacher in the same room
with "live" students. I share that view but this is 1994 and we don't have the luxury of that approach in
serving all of our students, particularly those "non-traditionals" who are tied to homes. jobs and
families in their hometowns.
One of our admissions slogans identifies MSU as "The University of the Mountains." Distancelearning technology could make that more of a reality than anyone might have dreamed.
Stay tuned!
Printing Production Manager
Cindy Trent
Publlatw
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Justice Janet L. Stumbo
MSU grad on state high court
IIr P.tUUNB YOUNG
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eing in the right place
at the right time, a lot
of luck and help and
support from my family" ...
This is how Janet L. Stumbo
of Prestonsburg swns up the
events that allowed her to
become the first woman
justice elected to the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
Ann Latta, former mayor of
Prestonsburg, praises Justice
Stumbo for her level of
achievement. 'The people in
Eastern Kentucky are very
proud of her as a mother and
as a justice. She is a
wonderful role model for
mothers with children because
she has been able to meet the
obligations of her family and
be.r profession with great
success."
An open, friendly and
modest woman with a
dedication to her profession
and a good sense of humor,
Justice Stumbo makes those
around her feel at ease. With a
tinge of dialect derived from
being raised in Eastern
Kentucky counties Aoyd and
Pike, Justice Stumbo speaks
with clean articulation.
Jokingly, she declares that
when she gets her husband,

attorney Ned PiJlersdorf, to
say "Y'all.. she will no longer
consider him a New Yorker,
but a full-fledged Kentuckian.
Looking about her
Prestonsburg office, one
notices the neat, modem work
area, which, though
organized, indicates that a
great deal of activity takes
place here. The walls are
covered with certificates,
honors, and diplomas
including the degree she
received from Morehead State
in 1976. In a place of
prominence is the MSU
Alumni Hall of Fame award
which she received in 1990.
Pictures of her family, to
whom she attributes her
success, are conspicuously
placed.
Justice Stwnbo 's
appointment book is filled
with meetings pertaining to
the legal field and peppered
with notes about music
lessons and swim practices
reflecting her numerous
responsibilities not only as
justice but as the mother of
three daughters, Sarah,
Nancee and Samantha.
Despite this busy schedule,
she finds time to make public

appearances, such as speaking
at a local school's recent
career day.
'"lbe secret to survival is
education, especially in the
formative years," she said. "I
encourage students to prepare
for their future to the best of
their ability." She also
cautions them to consider
career choices carefully,
"Because if it doesn't suit
you, you ' U be miserable.0
From her office suite on the
fifth floor of the First
Commonwealth Banlc
Building, Justice Stumbo
spends three weeks each
month reading, researching
and drafting opinions. The
final week of each month is
spent sitting on the Supreme
Court in Franlcfort, where she
is one of seven judges
listening to oral arguments
and reviewing the
constitutionality of civil and
criminal cases. "While I was a
lawyer, I helpea frame
issues," said Justice Stumbo.
"Now, we (the judiciary) take
those issues already framed
and make our decisions based
on their constitutionality."
Although she enjoys her

Justk» Jan9t L. Stumbo

(see High court, pg. 4)
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High court (cont. from pg. 3)
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"I found that my
English major was
not only a
tremendous help,
but the writing I
had.done was a
great advantage ..
I could not have
had a better
foundation for my
life's work."
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work. she misses the
professional discussions she
no longer has with fellow
lawyers since she never
knows when she will be called
upon to review one of their
cases.
"Being a lawyer was the
furthermost thing from my
mind," she said of her
wtdergraduate days at MSU.
Her goal had been to become
an English teacher. After
receiving a Bachelor of Ans
degree, she enrolled at the
University of Kentucky where
she received a teaching
assistantship to work on a
master's degree.
To lend moral support,
Stumbo accompanied a friend
at UK who was to take the
Law School Admissions Test.
"I was smprised with my
results ," she said of taking the
test. Consequently, she turned
away from Elizabethan
literature and enrolled in law
school. Finding Jaw school to
be "different and
challenging," she decided this
was the career she wanted to
pursue.
"I found that my English
major was not only a
tremendous help, but the
writing I had done was a great
advantage, since law requires
the writing of briefs and
opinions," she said. "I could
not have had a beuer
foundation for my life's work.
After graduating from UK
with a Jaw degree in 1980,
Justice Stumbo returned to
Eastern Kentucky where she
took a job as staff attorney
with the late Judge Harris S.
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Howard of the Kentucky
Court of Appeals. After two
years of reviewing court
records, performing legal
research and drafting
preliminary opinions, she
entered private practice with
Arnold Turner, Jr. and Eric D.
Hall, forming the firm of
Turner, Hall and Stumbo,
P.S.C. Here she took on new
challenges in workers'
compensation, federal black
lung claims, dissolution of
marriages and personal injury
cases.
During Turner's
administration as county
auomey, Stumbo served as
assistant county attorney for
Floyd County. She acted as
prosecutor in the Floyd
County District Court and
oversaw the prosecution of
child support enforcement
cases in both district and
circuit court.
In 1989, while a partner
with Stumbo, DeRossett and
Pillersdorf, Stumbo became
the second woman to be
elected to the Court of
Appeals and the first woman
from the Seventh Judicial
District to receive the honor.
After serving four years, in
November 1993, she became
the first woman elected to the
Supreme Court of Kentucky.
She was sworn in last
December. . According Lo Justice
Stumbo, there are problems in
the cowt system: the need for
more circuit judges and the
need to upgrade the facilities
are further complicated by
delays. "But like everything
else, change would necessitate
additional funds, and finding

more fimds is a problem in
many areas."
While her life has been
filled with many
accomplishments, she
believes her greatest
achievement is a strong
marriage and three healthy
children. "Without them
behind me, I would not be
where I am today," the Justice
said.•
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CCED helps Eastern Kentucky
Economic development of region a primary goal

,...~

•r }BFFREr N. EAGUN

SU's newlyestablished Center
for Community and
Economic Development
(CCED) is designed to assist
Eastern Kentuckians in their
efforts to improve the quality
of life in their communities.
"By systematically
organizing our resources to
serve the region, we believe it
is possible to boost
community and economic
development and improve the
quality of life," said Michael
Harford, MSU Department of
Management and Marketing
chair, who serves as codirector of the center.
Serving with Harford is Dr.
Ronald L. Mitchelson, MSU
Department of Geography,
Government and History
chair.
The CCED offers five types
of assistance to the region:
information, facilitation,
analysis, training and
leadership developmenL The
c.eiiter attempts to link MSU
and its resources to
community organimtions, a~
well as business and
professional associations, by
providing services that will

M

--'

enhance economic
opportunity and community
development. Through its
involvement with these
groups, the University will
gain valuable information to
update and streng~en
curriculum across its four
colleges.
Still in its first year of

Recently, Governor
Brereton Jones came
to campus to
announce his recommendation
of an ARC grant of $142,000
for the center to initiate an
Appalachian Culture
Resource Developmeni
project. The grant will allow
the CCED to assist in

operation, the center has 30

developing historic sites in 33

MSU faculty and 10 staff
members working on various
projects. Additionally, 65
University students are
involved in a special
leadership development
program which is designed to
teach concepts and skills of
leadership.
Project analysis assistance
from the center has spurred
development of five Eastern
Kentucky businesses. Market
and feasibility studies can also
be conducted by the CCED.
As a result of its initiatives,
the center has received
preliminary funding
commitments for 1994 and
1995 from the Appalachian
Regional Commission (ARC)
and the Kentucky Heritage
Council (KHC), according to
Harford.

Eastern Kentucky counties to
help increase tourism and
economic development •

and

Michaal Harford; IBft
Dr. Ronald Mitcha/sOn.
co·directors of Morehead Stats University"$
Center for Community and Economic
Development, examine demographic maps of
the region. The 011nter offers assistanoe to the
region in the areas of information, facilitation.
analysis, training and leadershp developmlll'll.
It was estabHshed to halp Eastem Kantud<y
residents in their efforts to Improve th9 quallly
of /He In the region.
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Homecoming 1994 Schedule of Events
Friday, September 30
Faculty/Staff Coffee
1951-57 Track & Cross Country Reunion
$10 per person
Welcome Reception
Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet
$12 per person

8:30-11 :00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.

Alwnni Center Lounge
Adron Doran University Center: F.agle Dining Rm.

5:00-6:30 p.m.
7:00p.m .

Morehead Holiday Inn
Adron Doran University Center: Crager Rm.

9:00 a.m.-Noon

Adron Doran University Center Lobby

10:00 a.m.
lO:OOa.m.
11:00 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.

Adron Doran University Center: Cormnonwealth Rm.
Adron Doran University Center: F.agle Dining Rm.
Adron Doran University Center: Riggle Rm.
Adron Doran University Center: Crager Rm.

1:30p.m.

Jayne Stadiwn/Jacobs Field

Postgame
7:00p.m.

Alumni Center Parking Lot
Adron Doran University Center: F.agle Dining Rm.

10:00 a.m.

Adron Doran University Center: Commonwealth Rm.

Saturday, October 1
Registration/Complimentary Beverages
Alumni Band Registration & Rehearsal
Classes or 1953, 1954, & 1955 Reunion
Student Government Assodation Reception
Human Science Alumni Chapter Meeting
Homecoming Brunch
$10 Adults. $5 Children 12 & \lnder
MSU vs Southeast Missouri (Football)
$5 reserved. $3 general admission
Fish Fry
Debate, Individual Events Alumni Reception

~

Sunday, October 2·
Classes of 1930-35 Brunch
$10 per person

Please Note!
The Ellis Johnson Football teams from 1936-52 will .be recognized during the Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet and
at the football game.
Student Alumni Ambassadors Homecoming Mums Sales $5.00

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Homecoming 1994 Order Form

~

Name

------------------------------

City
State _ _ Zip _ _
Amowit enclosed $
_ rve enclosed my check or money order
Charge my VISA_ MasterCard _
Cardnumber _____________________

Ticket orders received prior to September 15 will be mailed

Signature-----------------

=__

6

Address

Track & Cross Country Reunion
x $10 =
Athletic Hall of Fame Banquet
x $12 =
Adult
_ _ x $10 =
Homecoming Bnmch
Child
- - x $5 =
Football Game (MSU vs SEMO). Reserved _ _ x $5
Gen. Adm. _ _ x $3 =_
_ _ x$10= _ _
1930's Bnmch

MOKEllEADSTATFJlt•Nl"
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Off-ca1npus degrees offered through ''cohorts''
MSU makes it easier to get four-year degrees from a distance
Br P111m GRAFF &

KIM

L. HAMILTON

hat is a "cohort"?
The dictionary
defines the term
simply as a "group". Starting
this fall, most of MSU's offcampus degree programs will
be organized around groups of
students pursuing specific
four-year degrees.
MSU has launched a cohort
plan to offer more educational
choices to people in its service
region. The Ashland Area
Extended Campus Center and
Ashland Community College
have joined forces to offer
students more opportunities to
obtain four-year degrees
through the cohort approach.
Dr. Marc D. Glasser, dean
of MSU's graduate and
extended campus programs,
says MSU works very closely
with the community colleges
to identify students who have
indicated a special interest in
completing a four-year
degree. "We do our very best
to provide the students with
information about what is
available to them and invite
them to join the cohorts."
Many non-traditional students
find it difficult to take courses
at the University's main
campus. "The cohort system
enables MSU and its extended

W

campus centers to provide
access to a good solid
baccalaureate program to
those who might not be able
to take advantage of maincampus offerings," Dr.
Glasser said. Cohon s are
typically made up of
homemakers, other working
women and single parents.
The Ashland Area and Big
Sandy Extended Campus
Centers are currently offering
upper-division courses in
business administration,
nursing and elementary
education and have used the
cohort model on a limited
basis for a number of years.
This is the first time that
MSU's cohort program bas
combined the resources of an
extended campus center and a
community college.
"Accessibility is a key poinL
We want to offer as many
classes as possible for
students who cannot travel to
the MSU campus on a daily
basis," says Dr. Beverly
McCormick, interim dean of
MSU's College of Business.
'Three BBA degree options
are currently being offered-accounting, management and
computer information
systeins."

By identifying groups of
students who are interested in
pursuing a baccalaureate
degree, MSU is able to offer a
planned sequence of classes
over a span of five semesters.
The students within each
cohort begin their course of
study and complete their
degree work at approximately
the same time.
The fall semester begins a
program cycle at the Ashland
Area Center in which business
classes will be offered in the
evenings, Monday through
Thursday, on a predetermined schedule of
requirements and electives.
The programs will be offered
in their entirety on a threeyear rotation basis. Each
degree program requires 128
hours of coursework divided
between the Community
College and the Extended
Campus Center. In addition, a
cohort has been formed for
the fall semester for the
master's of business
administration program.
As a financial incentive,
out-of-state students can pay
in-state tuition at any of
MSU's Extended Campus

"Accessibility is a
key point. We want
to offer as many
classes as possible
for students who
cannot travel to the
MSU campus on a
daily basis."
-Dr. Beverly
McCormick, interim
dean of MSU's
College of Business

-.:,,.
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(see Cohort, pg. 8)
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Cohort (cont. from pg. 7)

1994 Homecoming Alumni Band

Cmten. Additional financial
aid is available for first-time
audents who enroll at one of
the centers.
Dr. Glasser said a cohort
working toward the bachelor's
degree in elementary
education already has been
formed at Jackson through
Lees College, a privale

instinnion. "We are exploring
whether or not the demand is
therefor cohorts at other
extended campus centers and
community colleges such as
the Whitesburg Campus of
Southeast Cooununity
College."
MSU is considering
offering other fom-year
degrees using the cohon plan.
However, the decision to do
so will be contingent upon
student interesi and available

How would you like

a clza11ce to tell
everyone exactly
what to do?
You can do that "ith a
Will. Through your Will,
you can dil1ate how your
estate is to he distrihuted at
your death.
If you don't ha,·e a Will,
your l'stak will he sl·ttlcd
according to your state's
impersonal laws or descent
and distrihurion .. . with
no rq~ard for what you
may haw had in mind.
\\'e ha\·e a free hooklct that
can answer man}' of the
questions you may ha\'e
about Wills-

This comprehensi\e
puhlication explains why
pm need a Will, how to
prepare to meet with your
legal ad ,·isor, what items to
include in your Will, and
more. For your free copy
(of course, without
ohligatiun), simply contact:
'.\1oreht>ad State University
Plannl'd Gi••ing Ollicer
Palml·r Development llouse
Morehead, KY 40351-1689
(606)7X3-2033

Making a H'ill . ••
iJ's your opportunily to have
the Inst word.

,
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Alumni Band Schedule, October 1, 1994
9 :00-10:00 a.m.
10:00-11 :30 a .m.
11 :30-12:45 p.m.
1:10 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Sprtn.a 199ot

Coffee/Doughnuts (game tickets
available)
Rehearsal
Tailgate Party: Stadium
Pre-Game Show
MSU vs S.E. Missouri

-----------------------MSU Alumni Band Information
Please detach and return to:
Alumni Band
Morehead State University
Baird t.\Jsic Hall
Morehead, KY 40351

>'our Will, Your Hay ...
\\'lzy and /l ow

resources.
Much bonding and support
devdops within the cohorts,
Dr. Glasser said...We find that
whm students go through a
.program collectively, they
begin to identify with each
Olher and with the group.
They pull one another through
my adversity and help each
other succeed academically." •

The Biennial Morehead State University Alumni Band will meet this
year! If you are an MSU band alumnus, please note this weekend on
your calendar and plan to join us for a festive time of reunion with fun
and music-making. Registration and Social time will begin Saturday,
October 1, at 9:00 a.m . with Rehearsal beginning at 10:00 a.m. in
Baird Music Hall. Big plans are in the works. The Alumni Band will
perform for pre-game and will play special selections throughout the
game. Come join the festive spirit, renew friendsh~s . and reminisce
about the "good ole days" at MSU. If you are interested in serving on a
special Alumni Band Planning Committee, please contad the University
Band Office (606)783-2486. All former band members are encouraged
to attend-auxiliary and instrumentalists!

Name
Year G:nra~d~u;;at;;:;e~d------- Dates in MSU Band
Home address

to

~----"(~~~-Street
City
State Zip

Present Employment - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - -Home phone number
Business phone number _ __
What Is your shirt size? S _ M _
L_
XL_ Larger _
Major marching instrument of Auxiliary area _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Secondary marching instrument------ - - - - -- - Would you consider playing a secondary Instrument if needed? __
Please check appropriate Item:
_ _ I will participate although I do not practice two hours every day and I
have my own personal Instrument (flag/baton) that may need
dusting.
__ I will participate although I do not have an Instrument (flag/baton)
and need one provided by the University Bands.
__ Instrument or equipment needed:----- - - - - - - __ I cannot participate this year, but I would like to join you next year. I
promise to practice 15 minutes every day to prepare.
Dr. Richard Miles, Director of Banda
Dr. Larry Blocher, Assistant Director of Banda
Professor Frank Oddia, Coordinator of Percussion
Ma. Karen Christy, Secretary
Phone (606) 783°2486
FAX (606) 783-5004

,
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1994 Founders Day
Convocation and
Awards Cereinony

-

Several people
honored
during the day's
activities
PHOTOS BY ERIC SBINDEUIOWER

Flanksd by MSU Alumni Association Pf9sid6nt Louis M. •Sonny· Jof'/8s, 18ft, and J. T.
Holbrook, right, th6 president·918ct, affl th6 f'/8W induct99S into th9 Alumni Hall of Fam9.
Th9y ar9: Ann Karriclc of Mt. St9rling, ffltir9d t9ach6r; coach and administrator; Dr. Lauretta
F. Byars of L9xington, a UnivtJrsity of K9ntuclcy administrator; and D9nnis L Sp9ig91 of
Cincinnati, Ohio, pr9sid9nt of lnttJrnatlonal Th9me Park Servioes, Inc.

Dr. J.E. Duncan. right, Morehead Stat9 Unfv9rsity dean
9meritus, was honored at the UnivtJrsfy's 1994 Founders
Day Convocation and Awards Ceramony on April 8. He
was the recpient of th9 Found9rs Day Award for LJniv9rs/ty
&lrviOll, given annually to an individual with a record of
ot.tstanding sarvios to MSU ov9r a sustaln9d psriod. A
dlstinguish6d musician, 9ducator and administrator. Dr.
Duncan d9v#ikJfJ9d what became r9C0gnized as of'/8 of th6
top music programs in K9ntuclcy and th6 South6ast b6for9
retiring In th6 #iatfy 1980's. PreS9nting th6 award on b9haff
of MSLFs Board of R9g9nts was Dr. 8f'UC9 Mattingly. faculty

r»gsrt.

•

=.._/

In recognizing the
40th anniversary
of Dr. Adron and
Mignon Doran 's
arrival in Rowan
County during
MSU's 1994
Founders Day.
President Ron
Eaglin presentsd
th6 pair with a
large pitcher made
out of clay from
Clad< Mountain by
Stephen nrone,
associat9
prof9ssor of art.

MOREHEAD STATEUBN7
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College of Education and Behavioral Sciences
maintains accreditation status ·
__,_ MSU was first in the nation in 1988
under newest standards
nJvorYANcr

orehead State
University's
College of
Education and Behavioral
Sciences has received
continuing acaeditation from
the National Council for
Acaeditation for Teacher
Education (NCATE) through
1998. NCATE's action means
automatic continuing
acaeditation from the
Kentucky Department of
Education for the same
period.
"Morehead State University
has long been known for the
quality of its teacher
education programs," said
MSU President Ronald G.
Eaglin. "Historically, it has
fulfilled a major part of our
mission to this region. We are
conuniued to continuing to
provide quality education
professionals." The president
commended faculty and staff
for their continued dedication
which resulted in this
achievemenL
According to Dr. Sylvester
Kohut, Jr., dean of the college,
all of the University's
undergraduate and graduate
teacher education programs

M
'--

"Morehead State
University has long
been known for the
quality of its
teacher education
programs,"
-MSU President
Ronald G. Eaglin

II
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are in compliance with
accreditation standards.
In his letter of notification,
Dr. Arthur Wise, NCATE
president, indicated that MSU
has played a pioneering role
in the teacher education fi eld.
The University was one of the
first institutions nationwide in
1988 to be fully accredited
under new standards for the
teacher education program
and now is one of the first
under NCATE's new
continuing acaeditation
guidelines.
"NCATE conducted an
extensive review of our
programs, including a
rigorous examination of
portfolios for specific
certification programs," said
Dr. Kohut.
"Our self-study process
involved fac~lty, staff,
students and alwnni as well as
teaching professionals in our
region," said the dean. Dr.
Kohut also praised the efforts
of Dr. Tim Miller, associate
wofessor of education, who
coordinated the self-study
process.
"During its campus visit
this past October, the NCATE

Board of Examiners
concluded that we were to be
com.mended for our leadership
role and for helping to
implement education reform
throughout our service region
under the Kentucky Education
Reform Act of 1990," Dr.
Kohut said.
"Of 26 schools offering
teacher education programs in
Kentucky, only 10 are
NCATE accredited," the dean
added.
While almost 1,300
colleges and universities
throughout the nation offer
programs to prepare teachers
and other professional
education personnel, fewer
than half of them are
acaedited by NCATE,
according to the dean. " In
fact, the recently revised
NCATE standaTds are so
demanding that only about
70% of the institutions
reviewed were accredited
upon initial review."
NCATE's next visit to
MSU will be in 1998, During
the interim, the University
will be submitting an annual
report to the council on its
teacher education programs. •
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Folklorist Ron Dobler
stru01s a ballad when he can

-

MSU English professor explores culture
through music
•r GREG AlMMs

went over to Carter
Caves for the Fraley
Family Festival. and in
the parking lot I fell in with a
small group of 'fellow
pickers•. We never exchanged
names. That day, for three
hours we shared the joy of
traditional twtes and the
experience of making music
together. Even though I will
probably never see them
again, the only way [ can
describe what happened is joy,
sheer joy!'
This is how Dr. G. Ronald
Dobler, MSU professor of
English, desaibes his love of
folklore and folk music.
"Folklore involves spoken,
behavioral and material
traditions of people and
groups of people," he added.
Fifteen years ago, he was
quoted as saying, "Folk music
is very important to me. My
appreciation for it and the
study of folk traditions will
continue to be an important
part of my life." His attitude
toward and appreciation of
ballads, tales and the oral
tradition are still as important
a part of his world as they
were then.

I

"I got involved in studying
the oral tradition through folk
music. It was the universal
appeal that interested me;•
said Dobler, whose passion
for folk music extends even
further-he plays the banjo,
dulcimer and jaw harp."[ can
pick a few chords on a guitar,
when necessary," he added
with a smile.
The ballad has become his
favorite form. Traditional
ballads evolved through oral
transmission, he explained.
"At one time, the only way
you could learn them was to
listen and then repeat what
you heard. Folk tales and
ballads were altered in the
tellings, producing many
variations of the same story. I
find this fascinating."
The ballad "Barbara Allen".
for example. has many
different versions. However,
the main actions and attitudes
are present in all the
variants-the essence of the
story remains intact. The
appeal of traditional ballads,
Dobler said, is that they often
provide the human touch
frequently left out of historic
records.

"Teaching at MSU gave me
the opportwtity to study
folklore as a discipline," said
Dobler, who spent a semester
at the Folklore lnstitut.e at
Indiana University.
Additionally, his knowledge
of folklore came from reading
and from contact with
practicing folklorists.
While he derives much
satisfaction from his studies,
Dobler also enjoys
participating in local music
traditions. "I get to be a sharer
in traditions I much admire. I
get opportunities to
experience different cultures
vicariously, and sometimes
directly...
Born in upstate New York
and rai sed in Cleveland, Ohio.
Dobler came to MSU in 1972
from Iowa. where he was
teaching at Parsons College.
He frequently appears as a
singer and folktale teller at
festivals and workshops. He
holds bachelor's and master's
degrees from Case Western
Reserve University and a
doctorate from the University
of Iowa.•

Dr. G. Ronald Dobl9r, Mor9h9ad State
Univ9rsity pro/9sscr of English, has a dHp
appreciation for th6 traditions o/ lol<lor9.
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Thanks to all from Bonnie Eaglin!
Bringing Morehead State University to the
forefront was the goal, and now that the 1994
"Spring Gala: A New York Fantasy" is history,

-~

Bonnie Eaglin, wtte of President Ronald G. Eaglin, is calling the event
"very successful! It won friends and encouraged the public to st..pp<>rt the
institution.• An increase in corporate sponsors is only one indication of
how far-reaching the event has become in promoting MSU.
Delicious food, fine entertainment and attractive decorations made the
Gala noteworthy, but "showcasing the exceptional talent and being part
of a spirit of cooperation that exists on the campus," said Mrs. Eaglin,
made this gala as successful as the first.
While proceeds from the event will be divided between the music and
theatre programs, Mrs. Eaglin is certain all will benefit.
Producing a successful event requires hard work and dedicated

"--

c.

A-om ,.,,, Dr.
LoulH CadU of llor#Nlld, Patil• H•d..ty
Nyhr• of S.. Antonio, Tua, md LuclH• Ca1dm Uttl• of
Uxlngton, Mt}oy • momMI wlllt llSU lllumnua and lflf13 Mu
Kenlucky, Tony• DH Virgin of Oldtown {•lwrdng at right)

people, both of which were in abundance, Mrs. Eaglin noted. In the yearlong planning for the gala, she was assisted by Dr. Christopher
Gallaher and Harlen Hamm, aided by a 24-member steering
committee. It included: Mrs. J. Dan Lacy of Huntington, W.Va; Mrs.
Robert L Goodpaster of Ashland; Mrs. T. Woods of Maysville; Mr$.
Larry X. Besant, Mrs. Thomas Bleblghauser, Mrs. J. Hunter Black,
Mrs. Paul W. Blair, Mrs. Walter W. Carr, Mrs. B. Proctor Caudill, Mrs.
John E. Collis, Mrs. J.E. Duncan, Mrs. Ronald L Fiel, Mrs. James E.
Jackson, Clyde I. James, Keith Kappes, Dr. William J . Layne, Mrs.
James C. LeMaster, Mrs. George M. Luckey, Mrs. Phillip Martin,
Mrs. John C. Philley, Mr. and Mrs. William H. Redwine, Mrs. Ewell G.
Scott and Mrs. Patrick J. Serey, all of Morehead.
Preparing for the gala involved much more than setting a date and
deciding on a theme. For the event, the glitz and glamour of New York
was brought to campus. Buildings were assigned New York names.

1J
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Rooms of the Adron Doran University Center became nightclubs, each
with ;i different decor and food.
Travelers began with a stop at Grand Central Station (AcademicAthletic Center), Times Square and The Palace Theatre (Button
Auditorium) for the smash musical "Broadway Rhythms." Before the
show, corporate sponsors were treated to a champagne buffet dinner at
Tavern on the Green. Originally scheduled for white tents on the lawn of
the president's home, the meal was served indoors because of heavy
rain.
u1have never seen so much cooperation as there was that morning,"
Mrs Eaglin said. "Workers included friends from the community,
students, faculty and alumni. In no time , they had relocated the Tavern
and it could not have looked better. When the chips were down,
everyone made it happen."
After the musical, the next stop in the "Big Apple" was Manhattan
(Adron Doran University Center) and the city's hottest musical night
spots.
Providing the evening's entertainment were nearly 150 facuity, staff
and alumni. Music alumni who volunteered included: Chris Andrews of
Trenton, Ohio; Brooks Callahan, Marsha Griffith, Anne Marie
Stephens and Tom Stephens of Greenup; Doug Calland of Maysville;
Brent Gallaher of Cincinnati, Ohio; Charlie Bill Greene of Portsmouth,
Ohio; Clancey Hatfield of Ashland; Steven Hall and David Threlkeld of
Williamsburg; Walt Hill, Ashley Tyree and Ginger Tyree of Mt. Sterling;
Dan Houston of Pikeville; Janet Hatfield Lowman of Ashland ; Charles
Lewis of Farmers; Lisa Palas of Nashville, Tenn.; Woody Robinson of
Vanceburg; Rocky Ross of Carlisle; Lee Sable of Lexington; Rod
Skewes of Peoria, Ill.; Lawrence Wiley of Dayton, Ohio; and Evert

u..

Alumni pmormlng lnc/ud•d
Plllu of Nuhvlll•, Tenn., left,
W>d JlllWI Halfleld Lowm"'1 of AshJWJd.
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and the extra money will allow the music
faculty members opportunities to perform at
additional high schools in MSU's service
region. New stage curtains have been
purchased for Kibbey Theatre according to
Dr. Layne. Both units are surveying their
respective areas to decide where the
proceeds may best be used.
"Many of the gifts to MSU benefitting
almost every department during the past two
years can be directly linked to the donors'
attendance at our galas," Mrs. Eaglin said.
Following this year's event, she told all

Thanks
to our corporate
sponsors of the
1994 Spring Gala!
Ashland Oil, Inc.
Ciliuns Bank of Morehtad
Finl Amtrlcan Bank of
Ashland
Frtdtric/c and May
Construction Company, Wtst
Ubtrly
GTE, Ltxington

Windland of Paintsville. Brian Belcher and Ron
Flghtmaster of Lexington provided sound equipment for the
Hard Rock Cafe.
There were a host of other volunteers: Jody Clark of
Professional Food Service Management came to the campus
to help create the right mood for the nightclubs and select
the appropriate food.; more volunteers from the community
helped with the decorations. "It is impossible to compute the
total hours logged by aJI," Mrs. Eaglin said. "From those who
stuffed invitations, to those who parked cars and served
food , enthusiasm was high." The Broadway Rhythms show
alone entailed nearly 2,000 hours from 73 performers,
technicians, costumers, and house workers . Besides the
Department of Music, there was campus-wide participation
Nancy #Id Dan Lacy of HootJngton, W. Va.
from at least 14 other MSU departments, the community and
over 120 students performing supporting roles.
The MSU Foundation, Inc., reports the 1994 gala netted
who helped, "It has been the involvement
$21 ,000 to enhance music and theatre programs. Or. Gallaher, and cooperation of all of you that made the
Department of Music chair, said a concert piccolo was ordered
gala a success. I want to thank you for your

Dmclng ti» night •w•y WM• llSU Found•tlon Pr..ldenl Proc
Caudlll md hi• wit•, Bobbi• ,of llof'eM.,J

hard work. For me, it is the positive
friendships that develop and our opportunity
to showcase what a special place Morehead
State is that makes it all worthwhile ."
The idea of a gala originated to highlight
the good things at MSU, Mrs. Eaglin said.
"Our involvement demonstrates to the
community that we believe in ourselves."
With the next memorable evening of
extraordinary fun and entertainment almost a
year away, what is Mrs. Eaglin doing to
occupy her time? She is already planning
the third annual gala, set for April 29, 1995,
when the theme will be ????. You won't want
to miss it!

Tht H trald-Dispalch,
HunJington, W. Va.
KtUty, Galloway and
Company, Ashland
Ubtl'ty Nationm, Lexington
McBraytr, McGinnis, LtslU
and Kirkland, Lexington
Morthtad Nalional Bank
Ptoplts Banlc.o/ Sandy
Hook
Professional Food-Strviu
Managtmtnt, Inc., JupiJt r,
Fla.
M.C. RusstU Company,
MaysvillL
St. Mary's Hospilal,
Hunlington, W.Va.
Trans Financial Bank
Uniltd St.alts Achitvtmtnl
Acadtmy
Harold Whitt Lumbtr, Inc.
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WKYT-TY, Lexington
WYMT-TY, Hazard
Mr. and Mrs. Woodson T.
Wood, Maysvilk
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student strongly
motivated
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Cindy Wylie
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Returning to school wasn •t
an easy choice for Cindy
Wylie of Grayson. a nontraditional student at MSU.
but she is back with
enthusiasm, motivated by the
belief that education is her
best foundation for building a
career and fulfilJing a dream.
"I used to work in a sewing
factory where I earned only
the minimum wage. Now that
I'm back in school. l feel like
I have a future and that I'm
going somewhere," said
Wylie.
A student at Berea College
20 years ago, she completed
two years there, then married.
Wylie encountered several
logistical hurdles when she
decided to return to school.
Living 55 miles from campus,
she had to make the trip daily,
leaving her two daughters,
Orlena and Danette, and her
husband Alfred to fend for
themselves.
Her family is thrilled that
she has retmned to school.
'"'Ibey say l'm not as grouchy,
that I'm more relaxed," Wylie
said.
She sees her family as her
first priority. She wants to be
home when her girls get off
the bus because she believes
her role as wife and mother to
be her most important
responsibilities.

Sprlna 199•

When studying at h ome.
Wylie takes breaks Lo spend
time with her daughters and
reserves a half hour before
bedtime Lo talk to them. That
caring nature is reflected in
her choice of social work as a
major. "I would like to work
in a school with teens. They
need someone they can relate
to. I want to be a role model
for my children and other
students as well. I have
learned a lot about me since
I've been back. Because I'm a
lot happier with myself, I feel
I can give more to my family
and to other people. I've made
friends. and I enjoy my life."
Wylie said that going back
to school has helped her
physically, mentally and
emotionally. However. she
had developed carpal turmel
syndrome. a nerve disorder
caused by repetitious action in
the wrists or hands. As a
result. she wears wrist braces
and receives federal funding
from Vocational
Rehabilitation to assist with
her pursuit of a degree. 'The
goverrunent pays for my
books and tuition. Without
this help I would never have
been able to return to school,
so I am very grateful," she
added.
Wylie aedits Becky
Walker, the director of the
East Carter Youth Service
Center for not only helping
her locate the financial
resources to enable her to

enroll at MSU, but also for
providing much moral
support. "I owe a lot of credit
to so many people who have
been supportive of my being
back in school." Another of
these is Jacquelyn Scott, MSU
non-traditional counselor.
Wylie remembered that when
her car broke down, Scott
allowed her to borrow hers
until she and her husband
were able to repair their own.
Having just completed her
first year as a student again,
Wylie said that the biggest
challenge she faced was
learning how to study and
take tests. At the outset, she
felt out of place as an older
student, but Wylie found her
instructors to be helpful. "I
realized early that I could talk
with them, and they were
willing to give me the
assistance I needed to
·
succeed. The positive rewards
of returning to school have far
outweighed the negative. Now
I'm on a campaign to try and
get others to return to school.
I've counseled friends and
brought them applications."
When not in class, studying
or spending time with her
family. Wylie volunteers at
the Youth Service Center. "It's
one way I can give back to the
community," she said. •
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Three MSU faculty
receive prestigious
awards

Left to right,,,.. Dr.Shirley Gish, Dr. Brian
C. Rsedtir and Dr. David J. Saxon

•

•

•

•

* • • • •,.. • • • •,. • • • • ._"' • • •...

approximately $140,000
from six extemally-funded
grants, and has published 35
~ articles and abstracts in
'·- scholarly journals.
Dr. Gish is a writer,
performer, producer and
director as well as
teacher. Her most recent
work, "Me 'n Susie," is a
full-length play based on
the life of Dr. C. Louise

Three faculty members
Caudill. It premiered last
have been selected by
fall as a benefit for the
theatre program. •
colleagues to receive MSU's
most prestigious 1993-94
Vet tech program
faculty awards for
extraordinary achievements.
accreditation
Dr. David Saxon, professor of extended
biology, received the
Distinguished Teacher Award;
MSU's Veterinary
Dr. Brian Reeder, associate
Technology Program's full
professor of biological and
accreditation status has been
environmental sciences,
extended through Dec. 31,
earned the Distinguished
1995. The certification was
Research Award; and Dr.
granted by the Committee on
Shirley Gish, associate
Veterinary Technician
professor of speech, was
Education and Activities
selected for the Distinguished following review of the
program.
Creative Production Award.
A faculty member since
'This program has been
1967, Dr. Saxon serves as
successful because of the
adviser for students in the pre- dedication of our faculty, the
medical program which, over
work ethic of our students and
the years, has enjoyed a
the clinical opponunities that
higher-than-average student
are available within the
acceptance rate into. medical
unique relationship between
school.
the University farm and the
Dr. Reeder, internationally community," said Dr. Lee
known for his work in
Tyner, coordinator of the
wetland ecology, has received program.
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The Vet Tech program
began as an associate degree
offering at MSU in 1977 and
has retained full accreditation
status since that time. It is
administered through the
Department of Agricultural
Science in the College of
Science and Technology. •

Two honored
for service

.--
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Rowan County's Elem~tary
Academic Days.
In addition, she advises
MSU's Chi Omega chapter
and is active in the National
Association of Anorexia
Nervosa and Associated
Disorders and the National
Anorexic Aid Society.
She holds master's degrees
from MSU and
~ the University of
~ Kentucky.

A faculty
Rhodes, the
member and a
staff recipient,
staff member have
serves on the
been awarded
MSU
MSU's 1994
Foundation, Inc.,
Distinguished
board;
Service Awards.
University
Mary Jo
.,'.A Expanded
Nethenon,
Council; and the
associate professor
Tim P. Rhodes (left) and Gateway Area
of French, and Tim
Mary Jo Nsthsrton
Development
P. Rhodes, director
District's JOBS Council,
of financial aid and
which assists non-traditional
scho larships, received the
students in preparing for the
awards at the spring
workplace.
commencement
Rhodes also coaches Youth
Netherton, the 1993
Soccer League and Little
Distinguished Teacher, has an
League baseball. Since 1985,
active role as a volunteer
he has been an ordained
outside her classroom. She is
minister and currently is
director of MSU's Eastern
pastor at the Elliottville
Kentucky Regional Foreign
Baptist Church. A Menifee
Language Festival, a
County native, he earned his
volunteer French teacher
BBA and MBA degrees from
working with Rowan
MSU.•
County's gifted elementary
students and co-director of
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Three students
awarded
scholarships

Eleven MSU
faculty members
retire

MSU Sorority
Alumnl Honor
Professor

Three MSU students
were awarded
scholarships from the
Department of Human
Sciences for the 199495 academic year.
Michaelina Jwu, a
graduate student earning
teacher certification in
vocational home
economics education,
was awarded the Patti
Bolin Scholarship. The
Bolin Scholnship, in
the amount of $300, is
given in memory of
Patti Bolin, former
faculty member and
department chair of
Home Economics for 26
years.
The Department of
Human Sciences
Scholarship was
awarded to W. Matthew
Preston, junior dietetics
and exercise science
major.
Charity A. Wood,
junior vocational home
economics education
major, received the
Tamrene Shay Dow
Scholarship. •

Among the faculty
retiring last year were Dr.
M. K. Thomas, professor of
English, who joined the
faculty in 1964; Dr. Roger
H. Jones, professor of art
and faculty member since
1965; Don B. Young, Sr.,
who has been with the
University since 1967; Dr.
Anna Demaree, professor
of psychology who joined
the faculty in 1971 ;
Margaret Pauon, associate
professor of sociology, a
faculty member since 1960;
Dr. William F. Moore,
associate professor of
education and a faculty
member since 1970; Dr.
Dan Thomas, professor of
education who has been
with the University since
1969; Helen Northcuu,
assistant professor of
business education who
joined the faculty in 1966;
Gail Ousley, assistant
professor of business
education and a faculty
member since 1969; Dr.
Sue Luckey, professor of
business education who
came to MSU in 1963; Dr.
Bill Pierce, professor of
marketing and a member of
the faculty since 1964. •

MSU sorority alumni
recently honored Dr. Diane
Ris, professor of education,
for service as an adviser for
Alpha Omicron Pi, a former

MOREHEAD STATFM•N'I'
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From 19ft, Dr. Diane Ris and
Get>9 Caudfll

social sorority on campus.
Members honored her with a
pink dogwood tree to be
planted behind Ginger Hall,
where she taught for 18 years.
Gene Caudill, MSU
administrative superintendent
in the Office of Physical
Plant, obtained the tree and
helped sorority alums with Dr.
Ris's surprise honor. "They
wanted to give me something
that would be here always,
and they did. I pass it every
morning on the way to my
office," Dr. Ris said. T he tree
was planted this spring. •

New teacher
certification officer
named
Dr. Mariurn T. Williams,
director of MSU's
Clearinghouse for School
Services, is the new teacher
certification officer for the
College of Education and ·
Behavioral Sciences.
Dr. WilHams, associate
professor in the Department
of Leadership and Secondary
Education, has more than 30
years' experience as teacher
or administrator. Before
coming to MSU in 1990, she
was co-principal at Nicholas
County Elementary School.
She is a frequent presenter
on the impact of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act, and
serves as a consultant on the
primary program for area
schools.
In her new role, she
succeeds Dr. Barbara Niemey,
associate professor of
education.•
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NewSGA
officers elected
atMSU
Students at Morehead
State University have
elected officers for the
1994-95 academic year.
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Bring Your Child
to Work Day
atMSU

MSU receives grant
from Knight
Foundation

Morehead State University
recently observed its first
"Bring Your Child To Work
Day," sponsored in
conjunction with Rotary
International, the Rowan
Collllty Board of Education
and SL Claire Medical Center.

MSU has received a
$20,000 grant from the John
S. and James L. Knight
Foundation enabling the
University to expand access
to its cornputerii.ed degree
audit program to six two-year
colleges in Eastern Kentucky.
Established in 1950. the
Foundation provides national
grants in journalism.
education. the arts and
culture. The Foundation also
supports organiz.ations in
communities where the
Knight brothers were
involved in publishing
newspapers but is
independent of those
newspapers. The Lexington
Herald Leader is a KnightRidder newspaper.
Collaborating with MSU in
the funded degree program
are Ashland, Hazard,
Maysville, Prestonsburg and
Southeast community
colleges. and Lees College.
An advising-degree audit
system allows students to see
how their work al the twoyear schools matches
requirements for MSU's
baccalaureate programs, and
to see what courses are
needed to complete degree
work.

•P
I

Y.
Assmning the official
duties are, front row
from left: Robin Hayes,
Miami, Aa., junior, vice
president for finance;
Mark Robert Anderson.
Cieorgetown,C>hio,
junior, president, and
Holly Slone, Radcliff
senior, vice president for
publicity. Back row from
left, Brian Hutchinson,
Louisa sophomore, vice
president for
programming; Trisha
McHolland. Lakeside
Park sophomore, vice
president for
administration, and
William Roger Varney,
Forest Hills junior,
executive vice president.

•

Kyle and Beverly McCormid<

Coordinated by Dr. Marion
Boeoheim, MSU's director of
Human Resources, the day
was designed to give
youngsters in grades 6-8 an
opportunity to learn about the
workplace with some bandson experiences. Young Kyle
McCormick spent time with
his mom, Beverly
McCormick, interim dean of
~SU's College of Business.
and helped her grade test
papers.•

'The Knight Foundation is
to be commended for helping
us link our campus to these
schools so that we can offer
Eastern Kentucky students
this service," said MSU
President Ronald G. Eaglin.
"This project is a Wlique
partnership of higher
education institutions and
shows our commitment to our
students."
MSU has been using the
degree-audit system since
1991 when it was developed
by the Offices of the Registrar
and Information Technology.
A data base of transfer
equivalencies is currently
being developed, according 10
Registrar Gene Ranvier,
consisting of all courses
offered at the four-year and
two-year public institutions in
Kentucky and nearby oot-ofstate institutions.
Already on line at each
school. including both
Whitesburg and Cumberland
campuses of Southeast, the
program will ease the transfer
process for students moving
from these two-year
institutions 10 MSU,
(see Knight Foundation,
pg. 18)
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Knight Foundation
(cont. from pg. 17)

according to Dr. Marc D.
Glasser, MSU dean of
Graduate and Extended
Campus Programs.
"Students can obtain an
accurate picture of what
courses they need to
complete and will
receive a printout on the
spot," Dr. Glasser said.
'This collab•.>ration
speaks directly to MSU's
mission statement which
calls for facilitating the
transfer process. The
participating schools
themselves have
recognized the
importance of the
computerii.ed checksheet
by making a financial
committnent," the dean
said. "It's an
extraordinary gesture,
and they've taken an
active role." Lees
College and the
University of Kentucky
Community College
System are providing
$500 each-a total of
$3,000.
"With this computer
network in place, it will
be possible for us to
bring other academic
information programs on
line in the future," Dr.
Glasser said. •
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Sounds
of victory at
commencement

Cheerleaders
win
again!

MSU added a new sound to
its 1994 Spring
Commencement-the strains
of a Highlands bagpiper-to

MSU's varsity cheerleaders
are Number 1, again!
The squad won the national
title in Division I at the
National College
Cheerleading Championships
in San Diego, Calif., in April.
This is the seventh time the
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Association.
They
competed
against 14
Ross Martin of Lexington
teams
link the ceremony to the
including University of North
Carolina-Charlotte, Wright
heritage of the people of
Eastern Kentucky. Wearing
State University, Furman
University, Georgia Southern,
the tartan of the Ancient
University of Central Florida
Sutherland clan, Ross Martin
of Lexington piped theparty
and Eastern Kentucky
on and off the stage. Recalling University.
that the bagpipe often
The MSU team won the
signaled victory in battle,
national title in its division in
MSU President Ronald G.
1988, 1991, 1992, and 1993.
Eaglin told the crowd of 7 ,000 The team qualified for this
that its "sound symbolizes the competition by submitting a
victory of om graduates."
videotape of a cheer, sideline,
Approximately 960 students
fight song and skills
were candidates for degrees.• demonstration.
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Also during the weekend,
two pairs from MSU
participated in the partner
stunt competition. The duo of
Mike Cooper and Carrie Neff
took second place, while Shay
Whitehead and Dan
Gillenwater placed fourth. •

Bottom, 16ft to right are Bryan
Bowling, Dave HoweH, ChucM.
Holmes, Dan Gillenwater. Scott
East, Mi<e Rosel and Bill Jones
Top, 16ft to right are Holly &geal,
Shay Whiteh9ad, Cassi9 Lawson,
Cindi Childers, Kelly SallH, Ash/9y
White and Dana Earley
Th9 automob/19 Is th9 Spartan II,
buih by Spartan Motorcar Company.
Ned Lamouf9aux, a 1969 MSU
alumnus, is presid6nt of Spartan
Motorcar. and has sold these
automobiles to such osl9brity
supsrstars as Eddie Mutphy, Joan
Collins and boxer Lany Holmes.
Photo by Sandy Lawson

Individual Events
team has national
winner

MSU Symphony Band
selected to perform
at MENC

A membti of MSU's
Individual Events Team was a
national winner in the 1994
National Forensic
Association's Individual
Events Tournament held in
Bowling Green.
Dustin Combs, Hindman
sophomore, quarter-finaled in
poetry interpretation, placing
20th in the nation. A biology
major, Combs is the son of
Harold and Carole Combs.
Overall, the MSU team
placed 12th in the nation in
Division TI of the President's
Sweepstakes.•

MSU's Symphony Band
was one of only six university
bands selected this spring to
perform at the 54th National
Biennial In-Service of the
Music Educators National
Conference (MENC) in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
The band was direct.ed by
Dr. Richard Miles. He was
assisted by Dr. Larry Blocher,
associate professor of music.
The concerts were part of the
band's annual tour and
included contemporary and
traditional symphonic
literature.
The last time the symphony
band performed for the
MENC was in 1972 under the
direction of the late Dr.
Robert Hawkins. •

Human Sciences
Alumni officers
elected

WMKY Radio
wins
award
WMKY 90.3 FM, public
radio
at MSU, has been
Left to right are newly
elected officers of the Dept. of recognized by the Kentucky
Broadcasters Association with
Human Sciences Alumni
Chapter organized in October. an award for "Best Local
Involvement in News." The
1993: Doris Duncan Potter,
award
was earned for
ML Sterling, treasw'er; Angela
WMKY's coverage of open
Christman, Flemingsburg,
forums
held by the Rowan
president; Deborah Clay
County Board of Education
Vinson, ML Sterling,
during its search for a new
secretary. •

In past years, MSU's
telemarketing efforts have
been added to the existing
duties staff members. "Our
success this year is largely
due to the addition of a fulltime person to coordinate this
program;• Rerlwine said.
Mindy Clark of Morehead,
an MSU alumnus, assuqied
the role of telemarketing
coordinator earlier this year.
She recruited and trained a
pool of student callers, who
worked Monday through
Spring telemarketing Thursday evenings and on
Saturday and Sunday
a success for
afternoons.
Foundation
Working as ~ers during
An 11-week intensive
the phonathon were:
telemarketing effort has
Katherine Armentrout of
resulted in pledges of
Beverly, W.Va.; Caryn Blow
$100,941 to the MSU
of Xenia, Ohio; Eric
Foundation, Inc. "With 3,615
Dickerson of Sandy Hook;
pledges, we expect to generate
Stephanie Dye of Flatwoods;
more than twice what we have
Brenda Holderby of
in the past,;• said Bill
Salyersville;
Brandy Janell
Redwine, acting director of
Jordan of Olive Hill; Keith
Alumni Relations and
Jones and La 'Tonya
DevelopmenL "We have
Merriweather of Louisville;
already received half of the
Kelsee Kappes and Garet
pledged funds and expect to
Wells of Morehead;
see about an 85 % fulfillment
Christopher Lack of
rate." Last year's campaign
resulted in raising
Clearfield; Mark Lilley and
approximately $30,000.
Billy Todd Whitaker of
While some donors
Cynthiana; Sharon Riley of
specified that their money go
Middletown, Ohio; Josh
to special programs or
Smith of Florence; Melissa
scholarships. the majority of
Stahl of Fort Thomas; and
funds will go to the
Melanie Stokely of Martin. •
University's Fund for
Progress.
superintendenL "The board
gave us permission for live
broadcasts with each of the
candidates," said Tom Lewis,
WMKY news and public
affairs director. Lewis, who
acted as moderator, credited
other full-time staff members,
and student staff for the
award. WMKY earned the
award in competition with
both commercial and public
broadcasting entities
throughout the state. •
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Virginia Gayheart Timmons (46) Recently completed a twoweek sbldy with Instiblte Zambler and the Corenzo
Demedicio, of Venice, llaly, with emphases on art,
culture and environment of Venice and nearby islands.
She resides in Corea, Maine.
Robelt A. CassiU (67) recently retired after 33 years in
education. Ca.ssill was a library media specialist for 27
years at Loudonville High School in Ohio.
Danny N. Ginter (70) relired Crom the Anny
in June 1992. He is presently
teaching special education
at Spencer High School
in Columbus, Georgia

~

Kathi.ten Hmdriclcson (73) a member of the Oyster Bay
High School faculty in Syosset., New York, recently
became the recipient of the ..National Girls and
Women in Sport'' Award. The award recognizes
women from Long Island who have dedicated their
professional Ii ves to the growth and development of
opportunities for girls in sports. Hendrickson has
been a physical education teacher with Oyster Bay
High School Disttict for the past 20 years.

James L Armstrong (77) formerly of Catlettsburg, Kentucky,
has been promoted from chief conttoller to manager of
the gas conlrol department in Bethel Park, Penn., at
Columbia Gas Transmission. He joined Columbia u~•a•g•ts: David King-Sinnett (79) was recently promoted to manager
1978. He and his wife Janet reside in PittsblD'g.
of support services at EMlS Software, Inc. in San
Antonio, Texas. David has worked there for the pa.st
Michelk M. Miulkr (76) has been appointed to vice president
two years.
for Titan Corporation, in San Diego, Calif. She has been
with Titan for the past eight years, most recently as
Chris OffuJt (81) has received the prestigious Jean Stein
assistant vice president for the corporation, as well as
Award for Fiction. The award is given by the
assistant vice president of admi.nislration. Mueller was
American Academy of Arts and Lea.ezs every three
responsible for marketing communications, investor
years to a fiction writer "whose work takes risks in
relations, human resources, facilities, media relations
expressing its committnent to the author's values and
and other related functions.
vision." He is the author of the story collection called
John C. Merchant (79) was recently named a par1ner of the law
firm Peck, Shaffer & Williams in
Cincimati, Ohio. He specializes in public
finance for governmental entities and the
.
public sector. Prior to joining the firm two
and a half years ago, Merchant was a staff
attorney for the commonwealth of
Kentucky Finance Administration Cabinet
in the Office of Legal and Legislative Services.
Gwenn N. Sperling (76), navy chief petty officer, recently
completed an arduous six-month Antarctic deployment
participating in Operation Deep-Freeze Wmter-Over
with Naval Support Forces, Antarctica, Port Hueneme,
Calif. Spezlingjoined the navy in Decmbet 1979.

JI

H. V. (Bud) Luclc.t (79) was recognized by J.J.B. Hilliard,
W.L. Lyons, Inc. for his outstanding
€
'\.
performances in 1993. He works at the
firm's Ashland office. The recognition
was based onLucke's account services
achievement. He has also earned
admission into the finn 's Executive
Club.
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KelUUCky S1raight, and TM Saww River Twice, a
memoir. Both books have received wide critical
acclaim. Offut is the youngest recipient of this award.
Judy Flavell (85) has joined the community outreach teaih at
KET, the Kentucky Network, as
Kenhlcky outreach coordinator and
education publicist Flavell 's presence,
along with that of the new Public
Television Outreach Alliance (PTOA)
signifies KET's renewed emphasis on
reaching out to Kenblckians. She will
publicize KEl''s educational services
and work with the network's statewide service area to
initiate community outreach projects.

--· - - -

Dana GT!lham Newman (85) was recently promoted to
Ticke~ter's Dire.ctor of Promotions for the western
and Central New York region. 11cketmaster is the nation's
largest computerized ticketing company. She has been
with 11cketmaster for three years.

as or 6/17/94
Dolly R. Clauss (92), Vandalia, Ohio, & Tim R.
Ryerson (92), Bethel, Ohio
Connie S. Boward (91), West Liberty, & Tommy K.
DilJon, Prestonsburg
Shannon R. Haney (92), Morehead, & Oscar B.
Bood, Morehead
Meli~a

A. Borich (92), Louisville, & Clyde D.
Mays (93), Morehead

Ronda S. Kitchen (90), Grayson, & Chris Strong,
Jackson
Shirley L. Brown (83), Morehead, & Tom
Horseman, Lexington
Kimberly S. Bryant (91), Frankfort, Ohio, & Colby
Dicks, Greenfield, Ohio
Melissa A. Borich (92), Louisville, & Clyde Douglas
Mays (93), Morehead
Nicole M. Evans (92), Columbus, Ohio, & Patrick
N. Porter, Flemingsburg
Lori A. Williams (SS), Louisville, & Steve Andriot,
Louisville
Lisa Ann Banks (92), Stambaugh, & Eric S.
Withers, Louisa
Tracy Lyn Marugg, Batavia, Ohio, & Scott
Worthington, ill (88), Spring Valley, Ohio
Catherine L. Moore (81), Columbus, Ohio, &
Steven J. Stapleton, Galloway, Ohio
Kelli L. Elam (92), Salyersville, & Terry Yeast (92),
Harrodsburg

Harvey Douglas Thompson (86) was recognized at the
spring awards banquet sponsored by the Kentucky
Society of Certified Public Accountants honoring
new CPAs. Thompson is employed by Potter &
Company, CPAs in Lexington, Ky.
Marcie Carr Hagler (85) was re.cently named assistant vice
president and dire.ctor of Marketing
for Society Bank's Cincinnati District
In this position she will dire.ct
advertising, public relations and
promotional efforts for Society's
Cincinnati market Prior to accepting
the position in Cincinnati, Hagler
served as marketing officer in Society's Dayton
District
Kimberly Jenkins (91) is general management eoosult.aot Cor
MSU's Small Business Development Center. She
services the needs of current or potential small
business owners in Boyd, Carte, Greenup, Lawrence
and Elliott Counties, and her office is located in the
Boyd-Greenup County Chamber of Commerce
Building in AshJand, Ky. During the Spring 1994
semester, Jerikins taught small bu.siness organization
for the Ashland Extended Campus Center. She also
serves as the secretary/treasurer in her community's
People Helping People organization, which was
instrumental in distributing Thanksgiving food
vouchers and Christmas food baskets to low-income
or homeless individuals and fammes in the Ashland

area.
Andrew Keller (91) was appointed agent manager for United
States Cellular Mobile
Telephone Network, in
communications,
in the Evaosvi.lle Cluster.
Kell.er will be responsible for
developing and maintaining
a network of independent agents.
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James E. Teague, IV (90) has earned the Certified Management
Accountant, CMA. Accountants who earn the CMA have
displayed proficiency in many facets of accounting and
financial management

Ralph Schwartz, atte.nded Morehead State 60 years ago. After 40
years of retailing in Ft. Wayne. Ind., he retired to the
Northern California coast and for a while played tympani
with the Symphony of Redwoods. He is now in the
recycling business.
Jerry P. Mayes (77) was selected by the Kentucky High School
Athletic Directors Association as lhe 1994 recipient of the
National Interscholastic Athletic Administrators
Association (NIAAA) State Award of Merit Mayes,
athletic director of St Xavier High School in Louisville,
Ky., received bis award during their annual conference. He
has been an athletic coach on the high school and
collegiate level for over 17 years. For the past two years.
be bas been chairman of the KHSADA coaching

certification program.
W. Scott Worlhington, Ill (88) was recently promoted to service
account executive with Reynolds and Reynolds.
Worthington also transferred to Bloomington. Minn. from
Spring ValUey. Ohio.

John Sdvia (85) was recently awarded an Emmy for a computer
animation graphic he created at the Midwest
Regional F.mmy Awards Presentation held in
Cincinnati, Ohio. This was created for a
show called "How to be a Street Smart Kid"
and was produced by WD1N-1V in Dayton,
Ohio. The show teaches younger children
how to protect them selves from strangers.
Selvia also received the IRIS Award and the
Hermes/Addy Award of Excellence both for the
children's programming "How to be a Street Smart Kid"
and the Hermes/Addy Award of Merit for
Life ~om for Kids" animation
John is currently working for WDTN-1V 2 in Dayton.
WD1N is an ABC affiliate and is a member
station of the Hearst Corporation.
He previously was employed as a computer
graphics artist at WLEX-1V 18 in
Lexington, Ky.

u
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Cole Andrew Proctor (66) has accepted a position as talent
scout for the Arizona Cardinals
of the NFL. Proctor was recently
honored by the fellowship of
Christian Athletics in May as the
College Coach of the Year (1994)
for the state
of Kentucky.
Ross Smith (78), in addition to his duties as head golf
professional at South Bend Country Club in
lndiana,Smith has been named head golf coach for
the Women's Golf Team at the University of Notre
Dame. He and bis wife, Valerie Poe (78), have two
children and reside in Granger, Ind.
Edward Applegalt (75), associate professor of advertising
at Middle Tennessee State Universtiy, bas edited
the book, The Ad Men and Women: A Biographical
Dictionary of Advertising. The book provides
extended biographical profiles of 54 men and
women who have shaped advertising from the 19th
century to the present Each entry provides career
contributions and works, clients and campaigns in
detail
Mark A. Morehouse (85) is an administrative officer with
the Naval Air Warfare Center-Aircraft Division in
Indianapolis where he works in group planning. In
May. be was selected to participate in the Senior
Executive Management Development Program
(SEMDP) which is administered by the Naval
Aviation Executive Institute. He has five years to
complete the rigorous training program which
recognizes an individual's potential for entry into
senior management within the Naval Air Systems
Command.
Marsha L. Nail Baker (74) is vice president at Bank South
Corporation in Atlanta. Ga. She is
the audit manager in the audit
division. Baker previously was the
EDP/Financial Audit Manager with
Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta
and has eight years of audit
experience.
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Jostph C. Btnton (75) has joined the law firm of Slone & Garrett
in Lexington and was previously an attorney for 14 years
Cynthia A. Karnts (79) graduated from
with Ashland Oil. Inc. and its subsidiaries including General
the University of Dayton School
Council for Valvoline Instant Oil Change. He, his wife,
of Law in May, 1993, where she
Karen Hardy Benton, and two daughters, live in Richmond.
was a member of Products
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Cunoao Rina, 1931
SUA E. W&LLS, 1932
CARL 8U&DING, 1937
BATTIS PATroN TAYLOR, 1938
JOttPC P. CASSADY, 1939
Eu.SN W&LlS Dl1M'ON, 19J9
CL&OTAYl.Oll H&NSL&Y, 1939
FLOUPCC& N. LrlMAPC SMrm, 19J9
Lil'IDSAY ELLINGTON, 1940
LUCILL& BRAND HAV&NS, 1940
RALPH

c. CA.SSlTY, 1941

Roaur L B.uto, 1946
lb.LIN Cu&Y llo1.1ROOK, 1946

R. HrncAN, 1947
CRAtTON T. JACIC90N, 1947
Eoo&N& Fox, 1948
WIJ.UAM s. How&LL, 1948
CuuAllNrrr, 1949
Mucurr Born Swrm, 1949
CL&o Bow&N AsHWOtrTH, 1950
Mu.oau L. BANI, 1950
BRADL&Y BRHDING, 1950
GLADYS v. COUM'S, 1950
luN& HoaTON Wnunn, 1950
F OS'T&R FRAZIU, 1951
0scAR F. Bun1, 1952
JULIA Fm.DING CALLDIAN, 1953
Eoo&H& Fuu1a, 1953
GL&NN D. JONa, 1953
Jloy F. SCHAUna, Ja., 1953
J. Moss SnwArr, 1953
ALPHA R. THAcna, 1953
WJWAM F. WottRNIR, 1954
DoltO™Y WYAHT' BALDWIN, 1956
DONALD T. lllST&a, 1957
J.ucu A. ADAMS, 1958
Doun Ca.ua, 1958
R.trrH MARY RALL DAVU. 1958
WJUY J. STAMP&a. 1958
JISSI& Sf&WART WRIGHT, 1958
NoaMA Ru McGLON&, 1959
NoaA K. STANTON, 1959
Lucn.L& G. w AL'RR, 1959
Jaw.L FANNIN EVANS, 1960
V1RGOOA LoHa, 1960
B&NJAMIN

tl'
17, 1994

H. RICHARDSON, 1960
N. ADAMS, 1961
J1auL11Cort&Y,1961
Bl&NJC& 8. HINRY, 1961
JoHH G. W Al.LACI, 1961
CLANCU c. CAUDILL, 1962

WILUAM

MARD

RONALD L.

J&NNINGS, 1962
IVA M. STACY, 1962

LH ANNI

o. W1LUAMS, 1962

1963
hcoc&N& B11rL11R BALL, 1963
JANtcl L. Plaav Go11tRING, 1963
JOHNT. TllaN&Y, 1963
Bu.LY Wl!SrERFt&LO, 1963
SADIK WHJTAKU, 1963
Eaa S. W1LUAMS, 1963
Entn. AMYX,

DONALD HiDGIS, 1964

Mn.Duo N. JIUNT, 1964
JOHN

P. GRUN, 1964

E. KAUI, 1964
Pmu.IP M. CHAfnNS, 1966
JAMES L. McDANDIL, 1966
VJOUT R. PRJNC&, 1966
HAROLD A. Fomi!R, 1967
S.UA

Liu.IAN VIRGINIA P&t.VlliY, 1967

1968
M. GARRnT, 1969
HowAIU> L DAHLMAN, 1970
WtLUAM 8. GllSON, 1970
BAHARA J. THACKER HESS, 1971
ROllRT E. KlDAt

FsrHIR

LARRY

D. lsuc, 1972

BILL v. TIARY, 1972
W1ND1LL s. JACK.90N, 1974
KAntL&&N LEWIS MULUNS, 1974
Brrn N. DouT.u. 1975
R&VA MUllPllY GUIN&, 1975
JAMU KARL llAG&TltR, 1976
ALURT L. COVIR, 1977
JOHN c. SPARKS, 1977
M.uY FRANCIS Wouit, 1977
JACICD. VANHOOSI, 1979
CAROLYN L.

RouRTS, 1981

CK£SriR A. PACK, 1982
DESTA

c. PRICI, 1983

Ga&GORYG. TANNIR, 1986

1'1le MSU Alumni
Association, Inc. is
sponsoring a weekend
package /£•aturing tlze
Liabilily and National moot court
llou.'itoll Oilers and
teams. elected to the Order of the
Barristers, and received the
Ci11cimlati lle11gals,
American Jurisprudence Award
Saturday, Nm•ember 12, and
for outstanding perfonnance in
Sunday, Ntn·emher 13, 199-1
civil trial practice. Karnes is an
at Ci11cimzati's Riverfrmit
assistant prosecuter in the
Stadium.
Juvenile Division prosecuting
child abuse, neglect and
dependency cases in Montgomery
County in Dayton. Ohio.

Rogtr uvo (83) was recently
announced by Project Excellence
of Warren County, Ohio, as
tbel994 "Teacher of the Year" at
Little Miami High School where
he has been teaching for 11 years.

1'1ze package price is
$W9 per person
based 011 double occupa11cy
lllcluded witll each package

is:

•Afield level ticket
to tlze game
• 011e 11igllt's lodging
at tile Claritm llotel,
downtuw11 Cillcillnati
Dr. Ttrtsa S . Unstld (73) recently had
(soo11 to be tile Regal lltJtel)
her first book published entitled
•A buffet break/ast
Porrfolios: Afric~Am.erican
011 Sunday morning
Artists. Unseld was the writer and
al tile Regal
illustrator.
Alst1 included is
a receptioll al the Regal.
Chris Haid (77) and Mary Mtytrs (76)
recently bad an
unscheduled
/~
reunion in June
~
~ "3c" ·- t.
while
~
~~~ ..-....
representing
their companies at the
Children's Miracle Network
Telethon in Columbus, Ohio.
Chris is a specialisl in tbe
corporate training department at
Wendy's International Mary is in
medical nutritional sales at Ross
Products Division, Abbott
Laboratories.

' ~
r="'.
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All)'otle illlerestc·d in tlzis
package or ill additional
i1iformatio11 should CtJlltact
Tami Jones at the MSU
Alumni Association, Inc.,
(606)78.1-2080.

Only a limited number of
spaces are m ·a i/able!
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Greenup County native first MSU grad jn Congress
U.S. Rep. Ron Lewis stresses importance of serving public
Br PIUDB GllAFF

H

e doesn't wear a stovepipe hat or a beard, but like Abe Lincoln,
U.S. Rep. Ronald E. Lewis was born in a log cabin in
Kentucky.
The MSU graduate says that Lincoln bas always been one of
his heroes.
..As soon as I found out I was born in a log cabin, I knew po litics had
to be in my future," he said, and he was right
On May 24, Rep. Lewis won a special election to replace the late
Rep. William Natcher in Kentucky's 2nd Congressional District His
victory marks the first time a Republican has represente d the district
Lewis desaibes Washington, D.C., as "exciting and overwhelming."
The MSU alwnnus explained he had been keenly interested in politics
since high school. ..As soon as I got my driver's license, I began helping
voten get to the polls. I knew what my major would be before I ever
enrolled in college."
Graduating from the University of Kentucky with a bachelor of arts
degree in political science and history, the congressman enrolled parttime at MSU in 1974 and earned his master's degree in higher education
by 1981.
Lewis is effusive about his MSU experience. "You get more of a
personal touch from MSU than with some larger schools. I always fell
like I had access to my professors because I didn't have large classes
where I was just a number." College students should persevere patiently,
Lewis said ..You have to take one day at a time and work toward your
goals, setting smaller enriching goals on the way lo the larger goal."
Lewis has achieved one of his goals-he is in Washington serving the
public. Political office should not be viewed as a career, he added, but
should be regarded as a means of expressing the wishes of people.
"'[Some politicians] become more concerned with moving ahead than
with the wishes of their constituency. I don't think our founding fathers
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ever meant for politics to be a career. I
think the intention was for individuals to
serve for a periocf"of time and then to
move on to something else."
Lewis relayed his wish to see tenn
limits set on both the U.S. Senate and the
House of Representatives in order to
facilitate elimination of " pork-barrel
spending"-politicians would no longer
have the opportunity lo contro l
commiuees by building up power bases
over e.xtended periods of time. "You
would have a balanced playing field
where there would be no big I's and little
U.S. Repressntativ9 Ron LBwis
U's. Everyone would have fairly equal
representation across the country. No one
would get more than their fair share of
tax dollars paid by people from all over
the U.S."
As a husband and father, Lewis is concerned about several issues
including teenage pregnancy, illiterate high school graduates, and a
welfare system that doesn't encourage self-sufficiency. "If we don't deal
with the budget and other issues, our children and grandchildren aren 'l
going to have a future."
Lewis saidhis ideas, philosophy, and traditional values are very like
those of the people of the 2nd Congressional District. "I want to do all I
can to help the people who e lected me. I live in this district, and I know
there is a lot that could be done here to improve the quality of life."
The freshman congressman's term will end at the close of 1994. Lewis
is a candidate in November for a full two-year term. •
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